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Never forget another birthday, anniversary, or other important occasion. Undated and reusable, MOM’s BIRTHDAY CALENDAR couldn’t be cuter, filled with Sandra Boynton’s energetic, full-color illustrations, including her goofy rhinos, cows, pigs, hippos, and other animal characters. But don’t be fooled: This calendar is as practical as it is perky. And its heavy stock and spiral binding ensure that it lasts, year after year. 6" x 12".
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Customer Reviews
I hated having to go through the calendar every year to put in all the birthdays, trying not to miss any. This is the solution. This is the calendar that you keep, just for keeping all the birthdays and other anniversaries on. It's not for daily events like "Soccer game 6:30" - just for annual things that are on the same date each year. This does not have the days of the week, nor a year; just the dates. If you put something like "Fred’s birthday, born 1997" on March 20th, it stays there - and year after year, you'll see it there - this is not a calendar that becomes obsolete on Dec. 31st - it is, to borrow a gardening term, a "Perennial". Any big family needs one of these to keep track of all the cousins, nieces and nephews, and everybody. My only (minor) complaint - why is called "Mom's"? I'm the Dad in my family, and I bought this for our family use!

Although this cost a bit more than I initially wanted to spend, I'm very happy with it. It has nice pen-friendly stiff pages, cute graphics, and a sturdy hook to hang it with. The only reason I didn’t
give it 5 stars is that I would have liked the spaces for each day to be just a tiny bit bigger. Oh well, when I fill up the available space in this one, I'll just buy another!

Finally I don't have to copy birthdays from the calendar from year to year and risk putting it on the wrong date when the day of the week is different! It is a quick way to keep up to date, and has plenty of room to add information as you need to.

I love this because you never have to buy another calendar again for birthdays. I loved this so much that I bought one for each of my friends. You will always know who's birthday is coming.

I really like this calendar however the binding coil was crushed when it arrived so that part could have been packaged better. It would be better to have thicker pages to increase the life of this. It's a good size, room to write multiple birthdays on a line, pictures are cute. My calendar is getting well used and will get used up in time. It's a real handy tool to keep track of all birthdays and even look ahead to plan - we all need to send more cards for more reasons, birthdays are an easy way to start. This also allows me to record other days like "National Coffee Day" so I remember to get some coffee bags (like tea bags) to send everyone a cup of coffee to celebrate. Let's use these calendars - and let's get some cards in the mail, folks love getting mail that isn't junk.

This is great for us 30 yr olds whose friends are popping out babies L and R! Its easy to track birthdays and the graphics are super cute. Love this!!

Had gotten one of these many years back and never could find anything like it. Everyone I knew wanted one and finally I came across a similiar one to the one I had and I decided to buy a whole bunch of them and give them out as presents to all my friends and family members. A must have item to hang up to remember eveyones b-day's, anniv., and any special occasion. Never have to waste time transferring occasions from one calendar year to another again. Great product for all to have-and so worth the money!!

I use electronic devices for everything including keeping track of birthdays. However, being old school, I believe in having a hard copy as well for when the Elects decide not to work. I only wish there was a slightly larger space for each date to enter names, etc. I will keep it updated and refer to it often. I keep it next to my Mom's Wall Calendar -- who's birthday is it today?
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